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Shopping

Before going shopping

What's on your shopping list?

4 tomatoes, some carrots, 2 kilos of potatoes, 6 oranges, some cherries,
2 bottles of grape juice, a box of strawberries, 6 bottles of water, and
some chicken. What about you?
Er, 5 pizzas and some soda.

2.
I need some new clothes.
Me too, I need some trousers and shirts.
I need shoes, a couple of scarves for winter, and two dresses.
So let's go shopping this afternoon.
Good idea !

3.
What do we need for tonight?
We need french fries, burgers, and some soda.
How about some fruit and potato chips?
OK, sounds great.
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PART 1 - At the grocers

Shop assistant:    Can I help you?
Lucy:    Yeah. Have you got any onions?
Shop assistant:    Yes, how many do you need?
Lucy:    About half a pound.
Shop assistant:    Ok. Here you go.
Lucy:    How much is that?
Shop assistant:    That's sixty five p. Anything else?
Lucy:    Yeah, have you got any tomatoes?
Shop assistant:    Yes.
Lucy:    How much are they?
Shop assistant:   Thirty p. a pound.
Lucy:                    Ok. I'll have two pounds. And pasta?
Shop assistant:   Yeah, we've got pasta. How much do you want?
Lucy:  Let's say err… 2 packets?
Shop assistant:   No problem, that's eighty pence. Here you go. Anything else?
Lucy:                     Yeah, last thing. Have you got any olive oil?
Shop assistant:   I think so; yep, here we are
Lucy:                      How much is it?
Shop assistant:   Two pounds thirty a litre.
Lucy:    I'll have half a litre
Shop assistant:   Ok, here you are. Is that it?
Lucy:    Yes, cheers.

 What can you count?
1. Match the objects to the quantifiers:
Screen one: 1. not much (water)     2. much (water)     3. too much (water)
4. many (biscuits)     5. not many (biscuits)
Screen two: 1. how many (potatoes) 2. how much (olive oil)
3. how many (apples) 4. how much (sugar)
2. Find the sections in the supermarket:
cashier - check-out     / fish fingers - frozen foods     / peanuts - snacks
butter - dairy     / baked beans - tinned food

Bits and pieces
1. Multiple choice:
Screen one: a tin of soup   / a tube of toothpaste   / a loaf of bread
Screen two: a joint of meat   / a roll of film   / a jar of jam
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Beginner Dialogues - In a Shop

Shopping for a Sweater

1.  Can I help you?
2.  Yes, I'm looking for a sweater.

1. What size are you?
2. I'm an extra large.

1. How about this one?
2. Yes, that's nice. Can I try it on?

1. Certainly, there's the changing rooms over there.
2. Thank you.

1. How does it fit?
2. It's too large. Do you have a large?

1. Yes, here you are.
2. Thank you. I'll have it, please.

1. OK, how would you like to pay?
2. Do you take credit cards?

1. Yes, we do. Visa, Master Card and American Express.
2. OK, here's my Visa.

1. Thank you. Have a nice day!
2. Thank you, goodbye.

Key Vocabulary

Can I help you?
Can I try it (them) on?
size - extra small, small, medium, large, extra large
How does it fit?
changing rooms
How would you like to pay?
credit cards

Vocabulary on screen: some olive oil  / some tomatoes  / some pasta  / some
onions
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PART 6 - Going for clothes

Roleplay:
Shop Assistant:   How about this shirt?
Ralph:  Mmmmm. It's OK, but the sleeves are too long. Have you
                      got one with slightly shorter sleeves and a slightly
                                bigger collar?
Shop Assistant:  Err, yes, what about this one?
Ralph:                   That's better. But the colour's wrong. Have you got one with
                              a much lighter colour  a lighter blue?
Shop Assistant:   Umm, how about this?
Ralph:   Yes, that's cool. I like the colour. I'm not sure about the
                               pattern. Have you got one with
                               fewer stripes and a lot more pockets?
Shop Assistant:   Err, let me see, how's this?
Ralph:                   Yes, it's ok. But have you got one with nicer material-
                             something more natural?
Shop Assistant:  One moment, here you are. It's got shorter sleeves, a
                              bigger collar, a lighter colour,
                              fewer stripes, more pockets and nicer
                              material.
Ralph:                   Hmmm. It looks nice.
Shop Assistant:   Would you like to take it?
Ralph:  No, I'm only window shopping.
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